Introduction
Keyword-based search has become an integral part of today's computing experience. One major application is that provided by Internet search engines offering full-text search over web content. The second major application consuming a substantial fraction of overall Internet traffic today is peer-to-peer file-sharing, offering keyword search over file metadata, including file name, type and author. A computer running file-sharing software provides a service which lets other peers download files stored in its public directory. A file-sharing network lets its users submit a query containing several keywords and returns pointers to peers with files which contain the keywords provided with the query in their metadata. The user can then examine the pointers and follow any of them to download a given file.
Typical file-sharing workloads play an important role in the design of file-sharing systems. The systems generally experience a large amount of churn. The composition of peers is bimodal, ranging from server-like nodes that stay online for days at a time to client-like consumers which join the networks for a few hours to run some queries and perform quick downloads while offering their data in the mean time. These high churn rates create frequent updates to the indexing structures as clients enter and leave the network. The typical distributions of keywords are highly skewed on both the querying and the metadata publishing fronts. We propose a system that explicitly deals with both churn, by keeping all the data in soft state and implementing an efficient update protocol, and the skewed workload by load balancing with the help of an additional layer of indirection which provides for location independence and load distribution. The keyword space is partitioned such that each inverted index for a particular keyword resides on one or a handful of nodes. A layer of indirection is used for locating the precise nodes. Thus, our system distributes data in such a way that finding a query target can be accomplished with a small number of lookups.
In this paper, we present a new and improved implemen-tation of a distributed file-sharing system yielding (1) query result quality better than flooding and close to a centralized index, and (2) low-maintenance network overhead. While others have proposed solutions for structured distributed indices, the problem of balancing load has not previously been addressed. Our work concentrates on the problem of load balancing within the index, which occurs due to the uneven distribution of keyword popularity in the publishing and query workloads. We achieve this through an additional layer of indirection which allows for more flexible allocation of storage and search resources. In this paper we present, analyze and evaluate our structured distributed index protocol for file sharing. We evaluate a prototype implementation on PlanetLab, a global-scale test bed for deploying large distributed services. A trace-based evaluation on a network of 76 nodes shows that our prototype achieves good levels of load balancing while maintaining a reasonable network overhead, roughly that of streaming video. The prototype returns results for over 90% of all queries with 93% of all queries requiring less than 10 seconds to complete. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide some background and discuss the related work. In Section 3 we present the system design overview, the details of its soft-state protocols, and a cost analysis model for evaluating the overhead associated with our protocols against varying system workloads. Section 4 addresses the issue of load balancing due to the typical nonuniformity of file sharing query and keyword distributions. In Section 5 we present experimental data evaluating our prototype and conclude in Section 6. In [1] we provide the derivations behind our analytical model, and an expanded discussion of our design, implementation and performance.
Related Work
The general solution space for solving the distributed search problem can be broken into four categories represented in Figure 1 . In a centralized index system a cluster of nodes is responsible for maintaining an index of what files every file-sharing client stores. Each client connects to one or more machines in the cluster and publishes its local index once. Queries get resolved within the centralized cluster. The query result quality is "absolute" as the whole index can be searched to resolve any incoming query. The benefit of the centralized index is that it incurs minimal publishing costs and produces full query results. The prototypical example of a centralized cluster was Napster in its original form with a cluster of about 160 machines. A typical centralized index is depicted in Figure 1(a) . In a pure flooding system all nodes are equal. Each has some number of neighbors and all the nodes are organized in an unstructured network as shown in Figure 1(b) . A query by a node gets forwarded to all of its neighbors, and they in turn for- ward it to theirs. Each query has an associated time-to-live, specified in number of hops, and only gets propagated that many hops away from the initiator of the query. The result quality grows with the number of nodes that are visited as part of the query flood but is usually only partial. Later versions of the protocol have evolved into a two tier structure in which peers are split up into regular nodes and more capable supernodes as shown in Figure 1 (c). In this scheme queries get propagated only among the supernodes but the general problems of poor recall are still present.
A substantial amount or work has been done in the area of metadata search for flood-based file-sharing systems, but many of the papers either have not fully considered the appropriate overheads, load balancing issues, or have not focused on search quality. [6] attempts to minimize the overhead of unstructured flooding-based systems by making more intelligent routing decisions than blind flooding. [20] concentrates on minimizing the resource utilization of unstructured, flooding-based systems. One of a myriad of optimizations to flooding is that of one-hop replication, where nodes can store their neighbors' entries, and can easily discard them when their neighbors are no longer available. [3] also looks at the problem of improving unstructured flood-based search and proposes several measures that reduce the overall system-generated overhead. [2] proposes using structured flooding in unstructured systems by organizing nodes in a DHT-based topology in hopes of minimizing redundant traffic due to blind flooding. [7] describes a queuing network for modeling file-sharing systems.
Several solutions have been proposed for using an index based approach, but have usually been in the space of full-text search. These schemes utilize the structure of distributed hash tables [17, 16] , and a typical two-tier setup is depicted in Figure 1(d) . [14] attempts to solve the problem of full-text search by publishing per-keyword index entries into a DHT and using bloom filters, a technique to reduce the cost of a distributed join, to perform multiple keyword queries. [19] uses information retrieval techniques in hopes of publishing related documents to the same nodes in a DHT and thus decreasing the search cost. [18] attempts to solve the same problem by publishing inverted keyword indices into a DHT for only a limited number of most significant keywords in the text, where keyword significance is determined through information retrieval algorithms based on the file contents. [11] examines the approach of using a DHT to perform full-text distributed search by publishing full inverted keyword indexes to the DHT and concludes that for the full-text search problem, the straightforward approach is infeasible due to the high bandwidth costs of publishing inverted indices. [4] performs trace-driven feasibility analysis of building a file-sharing index using a DHT and concludes that a straight forward implementation suffers from uneven load distribution. More recent work [12, 21] suggests using a DHT-based index in conjunction with current flood-based approaches to achieve better overall query result quality.
Caching in flood-based as well as index-based filesharing systems has been the subject of several works. [5, 13] address the issue of replicating data in unstructured decentralized systems. This work considers which index items should be replicated based on item popularity and the savings in traffic due to their replication. [15] proposes an update protocol for caching and maintaining cached index entries. The evaluation is based on comparison against a caching with expiration approach and requires that the query responses follow a reverse path within the file-sharing network. Caching can be considered as a complementary addition to the problem of distributed search and we do not explicitly concentrate on it in our work. We do however use a moderate amount of structured replication to distribute load and achieve limited caching behavior.
Measuring and understanding typical file-sharing workloads has been the interest of several studies [8, 9, 10] . These studies find that there seems to be a great disparity among the peers in their capabilities. Only a fraction of the nodes are capable of sustaining high bandwidth transfer rates and only a fraction of nodes stay up for extended periods of time. Cooperation in the network is typically small, with a large portion of the user space joining the network for periods of less than one hour and contributing insignificantly to the pool of shared files. In our work we leverage on the results of these measurement studies as well as the analysis of traces from the Gnutella network, detailed in [1] to address the skew in distributions of keywords and queries, the primary reason behind the need for inherent load balancing in a structured file-sharing search system.
Design Overview
In this section we present the design of our distributed file-sharing index. We define the relevant terminology and in subsequent sections we describe the protocols used, and analyze the overheads of those protocols. In our system, users share files. They provide access to files they hold, and request files held by others. Requests for files held by others consist of queries containing keyword strings. Files are identified by their metadata. When a keyword string There are two types of nodes in this system: clients and servers. Clients store files, provide files to others and make requests for files held by others. Servers perform two functions: (a) Each server node holds an inverted index for a subset of all possible keywords. This index contains a copy of the metadata for every file in the overall system containing the indexed keyword, and a pointer to the client holding the file. (b) The servers are linked as a distributed hash table in which the key is a keyword and the value is the address of a server storing an index for that keyword. A server when performing function (a) is called a "storage node" and a server when performing function (b) is called a "pointer node."
A client seeking a given file presents a keyword string to a storage node that indexes at least one of those keywords. The storage node, since it has the entire metadata for each file with that keyword, can do a full compare between the keyword string and the file metadata, and will return a pointer to every matching file. Thus only one storage node access is needed in order to locate target files -there is no need to search separate storage nodes on separate keywords and then do a join.
In practice, as further explained in Section 4, for load balancing purposes a given keyword's inverted index may be split across several storage nodes. In that case, each of those storage nodes will have to be accessed in order to get a full list of target files. Further, a given keyword is not bound to a given storage node -the DHT is used to find the storage node(s) for a given keyword. This latter feature allows for load balancing, and the dynamic addition and removal of storage nodes from the system. Clients wishing to make files available to the community "publish" the metadata for those files. The publishing process is depicted in Figure 2 . To publish its local contents a client node first needs to construct an inverted index based on the files it wants to make available. For each keyword, Table 1 . Exposed interfaces the inverted index contains a list of local files that contain the keyword. For every keyword, the client needs to publish the corresponding list to any storage node responsible for that keyword. In some cases several storage nodes may be responsible for a particular keyword if the entries for that keyword need to be distributed for load balancing purposes.
In the example in Figure 2 , the client performs a pointer lookup in the dht for keyword K1, receives a list consisting of storage node 1, and publishes its index for keyword K1 directly to storage node 1. In the rare instance when there's no storage node associated with the keyword or if all the associated storage nodes are at their full capacity, the client may pick any other storage node. The querying process is also depicted in Figure 2 . A client issuing a query for a set of keywords contacts the storage node for any one of the keywords and requests it to resolve the query. If there are several storage nodes responsible for the queried keyword, then to get the full response, the client needs to contact each of the appropriate storage nodes. To first find the storage node(s) responsible for keyword K5, the query client in Figure 2 asks any available pointer node. It receives a response directly from the pointer node responsible for K5. The routing of the lookup request is done within the distributed hash table [17] . In this example, the client sends its query to storage nodes 4 and 5, which contain index entries for keyword K5. Even if the query contains several keywords, it can be fully evaluated at the storage nodes responsible for any of the keywords in the query. The entries stored at storage nodes contain all of each file's metadata allowing for the query to be fully evaluated locally.
Soft State Protocols
Any of the three types (client, pointer, storage) of nodes might leave the system at any point in time and without warning. Our protocol is explicitly designed to deal with churn by keeping all of the information in soft state. If a client leaves the network, the inverted index entries for that client's files need to be invalidated on all the storage nodes that contain them. If a storage node goes down, two actions must take place to reflect that all the keyword entries that it was storing are now lost. (1) The pointers to the no-longer present storage node need to be invalidated on the pointer nodes. (2) The indexed metadata that was lost needs to be recreated to reflect the clients that are still online. Finally, if a pointer node disconnects from the network, all of the pointers that it was maintaining are gone and need to be recreated on some other pointer node.
The pointer nodes provide a distributed hash table put/get interface as shown in Table 1 . Each pointer to a storage node has an associated time-to-live and is removed from the pointer node if not updated by the storage node. This ensures that (a) storage node failure is reflected on the pointer nodes and that (b) there are few pointers to storage nodes that are no longer present. In order to guard against lost pointers due to pointer node failure, the storage nodes periodically update their pointers via the put interface. The put always gets routed to the currently responsible pointer node, which accounts for pointer node failure. A pointer entry for each keyword is updated periodically by each storage node at a configurable period on the order of minutes. The process of storage nodes updating their pointers ensures that their pointers are refreshed. This exchange accounts for resolving pointer node as well as storage node failures.
The client and storage nodes engage in a protocol to ensure that (a) storage node failure is detected by the clients and that (b) client departure is detected by the storage nodes. The interface exposed by the storage nodes is shown in Table 1. After a client publishes its entries to a storage node, it needs to make sure that the entries remain there and are not lost if the storage node suddenly departs. The client does so by periodically issuing an update call directly to the storage node. If the storage node is found to be gone, then the client needs to republish his information. Likewise, the storage node needs to make sure that the client whose metadata it's storing is still available and that it's not storing stale data. Clients' entries have a ttl and entries that haven't been updated for a set period are discarded. The process of clients periodically pinging storage nodes mitigates both of the above mentioned problems. The client ensures that the storage node is still up and is using its data to satisfy queries. The storage node is certain that its clients are still alive and that is does not need to discard their metadata.
Protocol Overhead
We compute the overhead of each protocol by calculating resulting per server network load in terms of bytes per second. We feel that total traffic is a good estimate because 
TOTAL
129 Kbps 220 Kbps Table 2 . Overhead summary the real processing in our system comes from sending and receiving update messages. We feel that this is indicative of the amount of work that each entity needs to perform and also reflects the overall load injected into the network. Table 2 lists all the relevant system parameters, and shows how they effect the individual parts of our protocol. Two sample workloads are provided, one which we used to evaluate the system on PlanetLab and one typical of real large scale setups such as the Gnutella network. Note the orders of magnitude disparity in the number of servers between the two workloads and the scaling that our system achieves with a less than two fold increase in load. Figure 3 presents the protocol overheads while varying the more relevant system parameters. For a full explanation of the system parameters and complete derivations we refer the reader to [1] .
Load Balancing
In this section we address the problem of balancing load in our system. Specifically, we look at two problems of (1) balancing the query load among pointer nodes and (2) balancing the storage load among storage nodes. By query load we mean the number of lookup messages received by each pointer node. By storage load we mean the number of index entries stored per storage node.
The first step of each client query involves obtaining pointers to storage nodes from the pointer dht. Each pointer node is responsible for storing pointers and resolving queries for roughly the same number of keywords. However, if the distribution of queries per keyword is not uniform, pointer nodes responsible for the more popular keywords will be likely to receive more lookup requests. To deal with this problem, each pointer is replicated on a fixed number of adjacent pointer nodes. We show that this provides a moderate improvement in the pointer node load distribution. On the other hand, the number of entries that a storage node stores for a given keyword depends on the number of files in which that keyword appears. If the distribution of files per keyword is not uniform, the number of index entries for different keywords may be drastically different. The amount of storage space that each storage node would need to contribute would depend directly on which keywords it's storing entries for. To deal with this problem we split the larger keyword indexes and distribute them among several storage nodes, while using indirection through the pointer layer to identify where the split entries reside.
Query Load
First, we observe the effect that the ratio of the number of servers to the number of keywords has on the load. If there are more keywords than nodes, each pointer node becomes responsible for several keywords at a time and that in itself has a favorable impact. In Figure 4 (a) we look at the max/average load ratio across servers as we vary the number of keywords for which queries are issued and the number of servers in the system. The Zipf distribution is sampled to drive the keyword frequency in queries (as observed in [1] ). When the ratio of keywords to nodes is large, each node is responsible for many keywords. Therefore, there are fewer nodes that are under-loaded and the max/average ratio is rather small. As the number of nodes increases, and each node becomes responsible for a smaller number of keywords we can clearly see the effects of the uneven query distribution.
To ameliorate the imbalance, we rely on the fact that in our dht implementation each pointer is replicated on a fixed number of nodes, and contacting any one of them is sufficient to retrieve the pointer to the storage node. In Figure 4 (b) we observe the improvement in load balancing max/average ratio as we vary the value of the replication factor. In this experiment we fix the number of keywords at 100,000, which is roughly the number of keywords we observed in Gnutella traces (see [1] ) and analyze the max/average ratio. While not completely perfect, increasing the replication factor shows improvements in the load ratio.
We can further reduce the load imbalance by letting each multi-keyword query perform a lookup for the least popular of the keywords. Each client can estimate global keyword frequency by computing it over the metadata that it holds. We analyzed the Gnutella query traces, and for ev- ery query with more than one keyword only recorded the frequency for the least popular of the keywords. The query keyword frequency for the most selective keywords is still somewhat Zipfian but the highest appearing frequencies are reduced by an order of magnitude. Figure 5(a) shows the max/average ratios derived from the traces in which a query is issued for the least popular keyword and we can observe that the max/average ratio is also reduced by an order of magnitude.
Storage Load
The distribution of keyword frequencies in filenames, like the distribution of keywords in queries, resembles the Zipfian. A small fraction of keywords such as file extensions and popular English words appear in a disproportionate amount of file names. To ensure that the load on the storage nodes is balanced we employ two solutions. First, the index entries for keywords with a large number of files are split, and stored on any set of storage nodes. This is achieved with the help of indirection through the pointer nodes, which can store several pointers for a given keyword. Second, we make sure that clients do not publish index entries for a fixed number of top ranking keywords, unless there are no other available keywords in the file name. While the system cannot restrict which keywords get queried, we can control which entries get published.
In Figure 5 (b) we look at the performance of the two schemes for distributing the storage load. This shows a simulation of a network with 100,000 clients and 10,000 storage nodes with clients having an average of 100 files with 5 keywords per file. We can observe the effects of increasing the splitting factor as well as increasing the number of stop words for which entries do not get published. We can see that simply increasing the splitting factor by itself or only removing stop words from being published, while effective, is not as successful as the two measures taken together. Including the two simultaneously reduces the max/average load ratio by two orders of magnitude and brings it down to reasonable limits. Table 3 . Experimental setup and summary
Evaluation
A prototype of the system has been implemented and incorporates all of the elements described above, including load balancing and soft state maintenance. The prototype implementation is about 12,000 lines of Java and includes modules for the routing and pointer layers, the storage layer as well as the client. The goal of our evaluation is threefold. First, we want to observe the overhead of the protocols on a running system. Second, we want to observe the distribution of load under non-uniform query and publishing workloads. Finally, our goal is to evaluate the effective query result quality, compared against a centralized index solution.
Our evaluation is trace driven. We use existing client publishing workload utilizing data from 603 real Gnutella clients. An existing query workload of 70,000 queries from [12] is also used. To facilitate our experiments, we run a central distribution host which has two main responsibilities. First, it assigns publishing and query workloads to clients based on the traces. Second, it acts as a centralized server resolving queries locally to evaluate the effective recall. We utilize a single local machine to act as the distribution host. About 76 PlanetLab nodes are used to stimulate the server and client workloads. Each PlanetLab node runs a server (a pointer node and a storage node coupled together) and two client instances. A client instance continuously loops in two modes: up and down to simulate churn. In this evaluation each client instance goes up for average of 35 minutes, shuts down for average of 10 minutes and repeats. Each time a client comes up it gets a new publishing workload from the distribution host and sends it heartbeats while running in up mode. The client also receives a query workload from the distribution host, and issues the queries at a rate of one query per minute. Each time a client issues a query to our distributed index, it also resolves it with the distribution host for comparison. The experimental setup is summarized in Table 3 .
The experiment ran for a total of about five hours with an average of 76 servers and 123 clients up at any instance. Over 1,100 distinct client instances were observed with an average uptime of 35 minutes. The number of operational clients and servers aggregated in one minute intervals is shown in Figure 6 (a).
Traffic and Storage Load
The network traffic generated by the experiment is presented in Figure 6 (b). For each server we capture the total number of bytes, sent and received, in a bytes/second rate, averaged over one minute intervals. This data includes the overheads of the pointer protocol and storage protocols as well as the file metadata published by clients. For each one minute interval Figure 6 (b) shows the maximum, average, minimum and 95 percentile data transfer rates over all operational servers. The average amount of traffic per server was 15,888 bytes per second, which closely corresponds to the result obtained with our model of 16,241 bytes per second as summarized in Table 2 .
Figures 6(c) shows the distribution for the number of keyword entries stored at each server. We do observe some periodic spikes in the maximum number of entries per storage node. The 95th percentile is almost always within a factor of two of the average, and the minimum number of entries is extremely close to the average. The max/average ratio hovers around two for the majority of the run. The distribution of keywords per storage node shown in Figures 6(d) has a steady 95th percentile twice above the average. The peak maximum at the beginning of the run gets resolved within the first hour and the max/average ratio is steadily below 4 for the rest of the run. 
Query and Publish Load
Figure 7(a) shows the distribution of the average number of get requests received per minute by each pointer node. A get is issued by a client as the first step of each query to discover the storage nodes that maintain client entries for the queried keyword. The average number of queries per minute observed by each server is about two as we have about twice as many clients as there are servers issuing queries at a steady rate of one per minute each. The max/average ratio is steady at about 5. Figure 7 (b) shows the distribution of query requests per storage node. The average number of queries per storage node is a little higher than the average number of get requests per pointer node. This is due to the fact that some keyword entries are split between several nodes. A querying client in this experiment queries all the applicable storage nodes. For every query, there is exactly one request issued in the pointer nodes, but might be more than one issued to storage nodes. One trend to observe is there seems to be a hotspot in the beginning of the experiment but we see that it gets relieved as the experiment continues. The hotspot is due to the temporarily uneven distribution of keywords per storage node as was observed in Figure 6 (d), but it gets resolved as a side effect of dynamic load balancing. Once the hot spot has been eliminated the distribution shows a low max/average ratio.
The poorest resulting load distribution is the one due to the client publishing process. Figure 7(c) shows the distribution of lookup requests per pointer node, which get issued when a client is deciding which storage node it should use to publish entries for a particular keyword. As some keywords appear in most clients' filenames, the pointer nodes responsible for those keywords get hit the most. This can only be controlled by the clients as they choose which keyword entries to publish, and which lookups to perform. It can however, be improved by using a different client-side policy requiring clients not to publish any entries for the top ranking keywords as was shown in Section 4. The max/average ratio for this distribution is the highest of all, peaking at around 35. On the other hand, the load generated by the storage nodes' pointer insert protocol is very well balanced as shown in Figure 7 (d).
Query Quality and Recall
Figure 8(a) shows the true size of the index for currently running clients (as viewed by our control host) against the size of the index stored in our system. We can see that the number of entries stored follows the trends in the "actual" curve but lags behind by about ten minutes. The reason behind this disparity is that as clients go down, their entries don't expire in the storage nodes until the entry ttl expires. The client entry ttl in this experiment is set to 10 minutes. This lag causes a bit of a problem for query quality as queries are resolved against some stale data and the results produced contain false positives. Figure 8(b) is the cdf of the number of results per query, both the results reported by our system and the centralized distribution server. About 45% of all queries reported no results. We can see that the two curves are very similar with the "actual" curve a bit higher, testifying to the fact that the reported results contain some false positives.
The effective query completion times are shown in Figure 8(c) . Resolving each query is a two step process composed of issuing a get lookup to get pointers to the storage node(s) and then following the pointers. In this experiment, if more than 1 pointer is returned, we follow all of them, primarily to get the absolute number of query results. 92% of all pointer lookups get resolved in less than 1 second and 93% of all queries get resolved in less than 10 seconds. The longest running query took a total of five minutes to complete, contacting 22 storage nodes in the process.
Finally, we look at the effective query recall in our system. To compute query recall we looked at all the queries that had one or more results and used the ratio of results reported by our system to "actual" results (as provided by the centralized distribution host). Figure 8(d) shows the query recall cdf. A total of 16,478 queries out of 31,284 queries issued actually had one or more matches, and we only consider these queries when computing the recall. Exactly 10% of these queries had reported no results in our system. We attribute this to the temporal lag in the client publishing process. The publishing process is not instantaneous and some queries are issued for keywords whose entries have not been published yet. A total of 15 percent of the queries have recall less than 50% and 25 percent have recall less than 100%. Exactly 40% of all queries get resolved absolutely, with 100% recall quality. Less than 7% of all queries got a false positive rate of more than 2. The rest of the queries contain more false positives due to the 10 minute lag present when clients leave the system.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new implementation of a file-sharing system based on partitioned inverted indices. The system yields (1) query result quality better than flooding and close to a centralized index, and (2) a lowmaintenance network overhead. These improvements result from our optimized approaches to handling (a) high churn rates and (b) skewed publishing and querying workloads. We addressed high churn rates by keeping all data in soft state, which is periodically refreshed, such that the loss of a server or client is quickly reflected in the indexes. Skewed workloads are load balanced with the use of a layer of indirection for placing and locating data based on the frequency of use. Through a synergy of a dht-based layer of indirection and an original soft-state maintenance protocol we have created a platform that goes well beyond the current unstructured flood-based file sharing systems.
